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	Job opportunities wedding planner requirements


Willingness to Do It Yourself
Movies with weddings always depict an impeccably-dressed wedding planner flitting about with their clipboard, while other vendors scurry to meet their demands. In reality, the job is much more hands-on than that. Professional wedding planners spend their time doing everything from folding programs to assembling favors, hauling boxes, or pinning table skirts. They are on their knees helping to bustle a bride's dress, rushing discarded napkins and dirty glasses away from a food display so they don't ruin the photos, and, at times, practically sprinting from one end of a venue to the other—smiling the entire time. Orchestrator of Chaos
Wedding planners are conductors, people that bring an unorganized group of instruments together to create something wonderful. Their organizational skills allow them to deal with the tremendous amount of paperwork, client appointments, vendor issues, transportation problems, or any of the other issues that are inherent in wedding planning and coordination.
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APPLY
Look at job-search resources like,, and for available positions. You can also approach event-planning companies directly to check and apply for open positions. Comparing Similar Jobs
People interested in a wedding planner career also consider the following career paths, listed with their median annual salaries:
Source: U. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2018


You need not have any formal training in wedding planning. You can achieve success in this field if you have lots of innovative ideas with you, you are confident and you have the will power. Almost anyone can change his present occupation or hobby into being a wedding planner. However, it is always good if you have a formal training to handle large scale events. You can also get resources in various books and publications and on websites to start a wedding planning career on your own. To begin with, you can work with an established wedding planner to gain hands-on experience before you venture out on your own. Required Skills of a Wedding Planner
You can start your own wedding planning business if you have the following qualities in you:
A flair for details. A flair for fashion, color, designing
A flair for organizing events
Good communication skills
Great negotiating skills
Extensive knowledge of customs and rituals of different states and countries
Good space management skill
Good time management skill
A passion for the glitter, excitement, and romance
Able to handle multi-tasks at the same time
Wedding Planner Courses
There are professional certified courses in the Western countries for those who want a career in a wedding planning.
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